
July 8, 2013 CAP-SC Meeting Notes

Attendance

Canadian Association for Public Alerting a... Doug Allport Member

US Department of Homeland Security Charlene Duncans Observer

--- Ferrentino, Tom Guest

Google Inc. Steve Hakusa Observer

Individual Gary Ham Member

Individual Elysa Jones Member

Google Inc. Tony Mancuso Chair

Individual Darrell O'Donnell Member

Environment Canada Norm Paulsen Member

Individual Jacob Westfall

Elysa Jones opened the meeting discussing the Geneva meeting notes.  Steve Hakusa moved to 
approve, Norm Paulsen seconded, all in favor.  Elysa Jones provided an update on the ITU liaison 
process and note that we can expect to hear comments back regarding CAP 1.2 once the study group 
meets in the fall.  The initial plan for hosting the meetings will be that the three co-chairs will alternate 
between the positions of chair and secretary.  Steve Hakusa provided a summary of the CAP 
hierarchical data proposal.  A wide ranging discussion took place regarding the proposal:
  - Gary Ham raised concerns regarding XML security
  - Jacob Westfall raised concerns regarding CAP being used to deliver payloads citing previous sensor 
data attempts and suggested the use of <resource> as the original CAP intent
  - Norm Paulsen wanted to ensure that <parameter> remain available for data/layers/etc
  - Steve Hakusa raised concerns regarding delivering multiple messages and adoption by implementers 
who wanted to use CAP as an all-in-one solution
  - Darrell O'Donnell raised concerns regarding message size and complexity
  - Gary Ham suggested that the RIM developed extension mechanisms could be employed
  - Gary Ham suggested NIEM 3.0 adapters as something to review, although others expressed concern 
with NIEM complexity

The next steps will be that Steve Hakusa will draft a document with further information and examples 
for comments and review and Tony Mancuso and Jacob Westfall will work on an agenda for the next 
meeting to begin prioritizing the future SC tasks.  Elysa Jones motioned to adjourn.


